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What’s on this month

Date Meeting, excursion, walkabout or group event Speaker/convenor
Thurs 11 July Meeting: The positive in photography – slide film Giles West
Thurs 18 July Cotter area: nature/landscape, macro photography Rob Wignell
Sun 21 July Square Rock hike: nature/landscape & macro photography Laurie Westcott
Tues 23 July DigSig: Topic to be decided Norman Blom
Sat 27 July Portrait Interest Group Malcolm Watson

Meetings
7:30 pm: Woden Senior Citizens Club, 12 Corinna Street, Phillip

Second Thursday of the month for general meetings;  
fourth Tuesday for DIG SIG (Deakin Soccer Club, 3 Grose Street, Deakin)

Volume 27 – Issue 6: July 2019

Next meeting 11 July 2019: The positive in photography – slide film. 
Presenter Giles West
The presentation: Anyone remember slides and slide film, the difference between 
positive and negative film and prints, pushing and pulling. Did you know that 35 mm 
film size was a fundamental element in establishing full and cropped digital sensor 
sizes. Can you imagine photography before auto ISO and when you had 36 clicks to 
get the shot.

I will bring along a range of slides, Colour, black and white and different ISO (ASAs) 
and include Kodak, Fuji, Ilford, and a couple of cameras.

Beautiful Painted Desert, South Australia
Photos by Brian Moir



Reports

President’s report
I’ve been lucky enough to spend the last few weeks travelling 
in Victoria and South Australia, with the highlights being the 
Hattah Lakes in Victoria, the Eyre Peninsular, the Flinders and 
Gammon Ranges, and Lake Eyre. All these places are very 
photogenic and our travels were enhanced by good advice 
from other Club members who were travelling or had travelled 
in the same areas – thanks Ann and Warren. I’d also like to 
thank Peter for presiding while I was away.

It strikes me that many of our Club members who have favour-
ite travel places could share their information and experiences 
with other members through writing pieces for the newsletter 
or doing a presentation to the Club. As a start, I have prepared 
a short report on the Gammon Ranges, an area less visited 
than the more accessible Flinders Ranges. I hope you enjoy it.

Rod Burgess 
President

Gundaroo black and white outing
On a misty, damp, cold morning in June an intrepid group of 
about 13 photographers headed out to Gundaroo to practice 
visualising their photographs in black & white. The difference 
to our usual modus operandi was that we took photos with the 
express purpose of them being black & white so paid particular 
attention to shapes, leading lines, tones and contrast. We 
discovered our monochrome setting on the camera, (which you 
can convert back to colour for those who don’t know) . This was 
a help but I think I can speak for us all that we were looking at 
scenes trying to determine, before we took the photo, if they 
would make a black & white shot. The weather certainly helped 
as it was quite overcast for most of the shoot with some brief 
glimpses of sunlight. We had a lot of fun and I came away with 
some surprisingly effective black & white shots with which I was 
quite happy, especially after a bit of work in Lightroom and silver 
effects. I plan to go back and play with the photos some more 
as I only had time for some very quick edits before the DigSig 
meeting on 25 June where Mark took us through his workflow. I 
picked up a few useful tips that I want to go back and try on my 
photos. All in all, I enjoyed the black and white series of a talk, 
outing and then DigSig session in the month and would love to 
see the Club do more series like this in the future.

Julie Taylor

Walkabout at Cooleman Ridge
Thursday 20 June heralded a frosty morning (-4) but by 
9.30 when 8 SSCC members gathered together at the top of 
Chapman the temperature had risen (slightly) and we were 
greeted with a beautiful day – no wind and blue skies. Cameras 
in hand we headed off on a very pleasant walk along the 
ridge and slightly down into the valley. Some of us had never 
ventured into this part of the ACT and the beautiful vistas of 
the Brindabella’s, the granite rock formations, the farmland 
dams and the easy walking trails made this special. One could 
even see Black Mountain tower.

Our guide for the morning was Lorraine Crawley. Thank you for 
the commentary as we strolled along and your own personal 
insight into the impact of the bush fires in the area.

We gathered afterward at a café in Weston Creek where, 
of course, we chatted about camera gear and the travels 
members had undertaken. I for one, will return when the 
grasses are greener or perhaps, when the Brindabella peaks 
are snow-capped!

Helen Dawes

June DigSig report
The June DigSig followed on from the presentation on black 
and white photography at the June Club meeting and the black 
and white photography excursion to Gundaroo.

At the DigSig meeting Mark Stevenson demonstrated his work 
flow for converting an image into black and white. He first 
uses Lightroom to adjust the exposure, contrast, shadows, 
highlights, lens correction, saturation etc. before clicking on 
the black and white treatment button in the Basic module. 
This was followed by editing the black and white image in 
Silver-Efex-Pro. Also demonstrated were (i) the many black and 
white presets available in Silver-Efex, (ii) adding a border to the 
image and (iii) special effects that mimic the characteristics, 
such as grain, contrast and tonality, of many black and white 
film types.

The topic for the July DigSig has yet to be finalised but I will 
send out a notice prior to the meeting on Tuesday 23 July.

Please note that suggestions of topics for future DigSig 
meetings are very welcome and can be sent to digsig@
southsidecameraclub.org

Currently I have the following list of DigSig topics for future 
meetings:

• Demonstration and talk on using the Club’s flash equip-
ment (off-camera flash and how to use flash effectively),

• Processing wide-field astrophotography images,

• How to create a panorama,

• Hyperfocal distance, best apps for calculating and effec-
tive use in landscape photography,

• Storage and backup techniques,

• Creating Lightroom actions,

• Cleaning your camera.

DigSig coordinator 
Norman Blom

The June Portrait Interest Group
We met at Woden across from the Canberra College. The 
meeting was organised by Mark Stevenson and the focus 
was on the local graffiti, with models in Winter Chic. There 
were nine photographers, including two new participants, 
and three models.

One of the regular models, Mish, shared some good news 
with us about a new job in Queensland; unfortunately this 
means she will not be participating in the group activities 
in the future. We wish her well and will miss her infectious 
enthusiasm.

The location was well chosen and formed an excellent 
backdrop for our photography. There were even some active 
graffiti artists in action that some managed to include in their 
photographs. The nearby architecture also provided good 
backdrops and some interesting images in their own right.

It was a very relaxed outing that seemed to work all by itself. 
Great fun and some good photography!

Unfortunately I had to leave early for another photographic 
commitment so I can’t report back on the important coffee 
drinking activity, except that it was scheduled to take place 
at the Hellenic Club.

Malcolm Watson
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Camping in the Vulkathunha – Gammon Ranges 
National Park
About 200 kms north of Wilpena Pound are the Gammon 
Ranges. While this area may be less spectacular than the 
Wilpena area of the Flinders Ranges it still has stunning 
landscapes and unlimited photographic opportunities. Getting 
there requires a fair bit of travel on dirt roads. Its feasible to 
get there in a 2 wheel drive but I wouldn’t risk it. A 4WD or at 
least a high clearance vehicle is preferable. The road condition 
varies depending on how often its graded, but has mostly been 
reasonable to quite good on my visits.

Probably the best known location in the Gammon Ranges is 
Arkaroola, a privately owned nature sanctuary that has options 
for astronomy and four wheel driving. It was started some 
decades ago by geologist Reg Sprigg and is still operated by 
his family. The Ridgetop Tour is a great experience, especially 
if you are lucky enough to have a member of the Sprigg family 
as the guide. Club Life Member Graeme Kruse described the 
attraction of Arkaroola in this way – it’s a place where you 
can have a nice walk in the morning, do a 4 wheel drive after 
lunch, have a drink at the bar when you get back, and later 
have dinner in the restaurant.

I haven’t been on an astronomy tour but I hear they are good. 
The stars are magnificent on a moonless night.

The view from Sillers Lookout, Ridge Top Tour

The main campground at Arkaroola is not very attractive but 
there are lots of camping spots along a creek bed that are 
further from the shower block but much nicer. There are also 
accommodation options for those who don’t camp.

The road into Arkaroola

Two other national park campgrounds, relatively easy to 
access, are at Weetootla Gorge and Grindells Hut. Weetootla 
is just a few kms off the main road and has fire pits and a 
drop toilet. The spacious campground is situated beside the 

usually dry Balcanoona Creek, which also flows through the 
gorge. A walk of about 10 km return takes you to some springs 
further upstream, and pools of water are welcome on a hot 
day. The campground is surrounded by hills, which can light 
up at dawn and dusk.

Weetootla Gorge with water in it, 2016

The drive to Grindells Hut actually requires engaging 4wd, 
unlike the roads to Arkaroola and Weetootla. The drive in can 
only be described as spectacular and I would be surprised if 
anyone drives there without at least a couple of photo stops! 
There are a few small campsites with fire pits and a toilet, 
although there is also a house near the hut that can be rented.

Along the road to Grindells Hut, Gammon Ranges

The whole Gammon Ranges area has missed out on significant 
rain in the last few years, and there is insignificant feed left. 
So, even though there are springs to supply water, there 
is nothing to eat over large areas and lots of the animals, 
including kangaroos, emus and even the goats, have starved 
to death. If you don’t like the look of animal carcasses I’d 
suggest avoiding the area until after it has some decent 
rain. The only live marsupials we saw at Weetootla this time 
were the endangered yellow footed wallabies, that seemed 
to survive better than the larger kangaroos, but even these 
seemed very weak. There were few birds compared with 
earlier visits as well.

I think the Gammon Ranges are worth the detour for their 
rugged beauty and relative isolation. Arkaroola is often busy, 
but we stayed 3 nights at Weetootla in our camper trailer 
and had the place to ourselves for two of them. It’s a rare 
experience these days to hear nothing but the sounds of the 
wind and birds all day. It’s possible to tow off-road caravans 
there as well as camper trailers. I’ll be going back for sure.

Rod Burgess
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A trip to Cape York plus some extras
This is a brief advertorial for some recent trips using Cairns 
as a base.

Alison and I, along with two other couples, had planned this 
adventure during the past 18 months.

In May we travelled to Cairns for the following trips:

1. A one day trip on the Cairns Skyrail that takes you up the 
nearby range via cable car and returns by train. The views 
are spectacular going up and down. At the top is a small 
tourist village with a market full of things you don’t really 
need and a butterfly house that you really need to visit. 
Highly recommended.

2. A one day bus trip to the Daintree and back that includes 
a boat trip on the Daintree River (crocodile sightings 
guaranteed), a visit to the Daintree Falls, and a walk on the 
beach at Cape Tribulation where the “rainforest meets the 
reef”. A bit touristy but worth a day.

3. Alison and I organised a tour with a local young aboriginal 
to visit some spectacular rock art about 6 hours drive out of 
Cairns. This included an overnight stay near the rock art site 
and was a tour highlight for us. Our travelling companions 
didn’t come with us on this as they had friends and relatives 
to catch up with in Cairns.

4. Gulflander/Savannahlander Tour. This is an epic tour that 
starts in Cairns, travels to Normanton by bus, followed by 
a trip on an old train, the Gulflander, and even older train 
lines from Normanton to Croydon followed by a bus trip to 
Cobbold Gorge and back to Forsayth for an overnight stay. 
The following morning we boarded the Savannahlander in 
Forsayth for the two day trip returning to Cairns. For the 
overnight stop on the Savannahlander we stayed at the Lava 
Tubes in very comfortable railway carriages that had been 
converted into motel style accommodation. On this trip 

we were joined by the Queensland Weekender team who 
filmed the trip for a show at the beginning of July (7plus.
com.au). One of the passengers was an American train buff 
who was on this trip for the third time. He thought it was 
fantastic. I have no serious interest in trains but can highly 
recommend the trip.
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In memory of Raymond MacNeill
Ray was a long t ime 
member of the Southside 
Camera Club and one 
of the original members 
of the Portrait Interest 
Group since it started in 
March 2016.

Ray was particularly fond 
of portrait and motor 
photography and a very 

good photographer who had a wide range of professional 
clients. He was one of the stalwarts of the Portrait Interest 
Group and his assistance and support for the group was 
invaluable to it’s success.

Although a quiet man, Ray was generous with his knowledge 
and expertise. He always had time to provide feedback and 
suggest ways to work with models and provide poses and 
helped many of us in the group to develop our confidence 
and skills. He will be missed by us all.

5. The final part of our trip was on the MV Trinity Bay, which 
travels every week from Cairns to Sesia via Lockhart River, 
Horn Island and Thursday Island. The boat’s primary 
purpose is to deliver containers of goods and fuel to these 
remote communities. It also has passenger cabins and 
can take about 35 passengers at a time. The trip starts on 
Tuesday and returns to Cairns on Sunday. Departure and 
arrival times depend on tides and weather. There is also an 
option of getting off the boat at Sesia and joining a 4WD 
tour back to Cairns. About a dozen of the passengers did 
this. We also gained eight passengers who had come up 
to Sesia on a 4WD tour and two more who had driven up 
to Cape York and put their Toyota Landcruiser on the boat 
to return to Cairns. The boat trip was the highlight of the 
trip for me.

If you are interested in any of the booking details please feel 
free to contact me on 0416 055 322 or rob_wignell@hotmail.
com

Rob Wignell

Membership fees
Fellow members,

Under the terms of the Club’s incorporation, annual member-
ship fees now accord with the Financial Year, i.e they fall due 
at the end of June each year.

Accordingly, payment for FY19-20 fees would be appreciated 
as soon as possible in accordance with our new membership 
rates, i.e. Family ($50) and Single ($30) either by:

a. Cash payment to myself at the next monthly meeting, or

b. Bank transfer to the Club Account at Beyond Bank: South-
side Camera Club (BSB: 325185, Account: 03483070)

If making an online payment please include your name in 
the reference area together with the notation ‘Fees FY19-20’

Alternatively, if you no longer wish to retain membership of 
the Club, please advise and I’ll delete your details from the 
Club records.

Tim Heenan 
SSCC Treasurer

Online resources
Digital Photography Review

Photoaccess – Manuka Arts Centre

Red River Paper – sign up to receive emails that contain good 
articles that are primarily about photographic printing but 
also on a wide range of photographic topics.

U3A newsletters

Each month we get the newsletter from the U3A Camera 
Club and post it onto our web site as they don’t have their 
own web site. There is a lot of good information in it. If you 
haven’t seen the U3A newsletter on our web site you might 
like to have a look.
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From Paul Livingston
Paul has been a regular online resource and also a former 
President of the Club.

Photography bag

Looking for a cheap bag to pack tripods, monopods and 
light stands? Check out CampEzi pole bags at Tent World for 
$19.99 - https://www.tentworld.com.au/buy-sale/campezi-
canvas-steel-pole-bag-160x15x15

My canvas bag (160 x 15 x 15) holds two light stands, four 
umbrellas of varying sizes and a couple of other bits and 
pieces.

Software

Not totally photography-related, but I think still relevant.

Serif, who publish the well-regarded Affinity Photo have 
released their latest app called Publisher. As the name implies, 
it’s a desktop publishing application and is available for Mac 
or Windows.

Just as Photo can be compared with PhotoShop, so Publisher 
will be seen as a challenge to Adobe’s InDesign - not the least 
because you buy it outright. No monthly rental.

A feature that Affinity kept close to their chest until the 
release of Publisher is that it’s closely integrated with Photo 
and Affinity’s graphics application Designer. This means that 
if say, you own both Publisher and Photo, you can make edits 
to images using the full power of Photo from within Publisher 
- and access is instantaneous.

If you’re thinking of publishing your work either in printed 
form or as pdf, Affinity Publisher is worth a look.

More details can be found on their web site: https://affinity.
serif.com/en-gb/publisher/

Other tips

How to get your white balance right
Nikon confirms some authorised retailers were selling coun-
terfeit EN-EL 15B batteries
How to make a DIY smartphone gimbal with just a mop, paint 
roller and tin cans
Three iPhone camera tricks you wish you’d known sooner
Leica teams up with Lenny Kravitz to launch a $24K M 
monochrome with faux python skin
Canada doesn’t ban photographers from airports, they cut 
holes in the fence for them
Canon has killed off the EOS 7D series, report says
NASA makes their entire Media Library Publicly Accessible 
and Copyright Free
Astrophotographers, this is how Starlink Satellites will affect 
the night skies
Beginner tips for shooting action photography
Tips for taking family portraits
Hats in portrait photography?
List of PhotoShop shortcuts to supercharge your workflow
Seven musts of great composition in photography
Using windows with portrait photography
Food photography lighting: specular highlights and falloff

Don’t listen to every photography tip you hear
The complete guide to shooting expired film
Fujifilm’s upcoming Neopan Across 100 II black-and-white film 
upgrades a classic stock
Sony announces FE 600mm F4 GM OSS and FE 200-600mm 
F5.6-6l3 OSS super-telephoto lenses
Hilarious high speed flash photos of dogs catching treats
This camera builder takes photos with a caravan
How to set up your camera and meter for a wight background
Seven unexpected tips for better landscape photography
Less than 1% of people can hit the perfect score on this colour 
test
Lightroom or PhotoShop: Do you need to use both?
Bring on Adobe alternatives
Negative space in photography composition
Photo editing: 6 crucial tools and steps
Couples photography at Night: 5 tips
Seven tips for posing family portraits

Exhibitions and competitions

ANBG School Photography Exhibition
School Holidays shots

Now is an excellent time for young photographers to get into 
the Australian National Botanic Gardens and think about 
entering the Friends’ Schools Photographic Competition. The 
competition is open to all college and high school students, 
and… this year for the first time, primary school students.

Getting to know the garden’s hidden gems early means you 
have plenty of time to get that special photograph that may 
win you cash prizes. There are prizes for both monochrome 
and coloured photographs taken in the gardens. High school 
and college students will also be able to enter altered reality 
images.

The closing date for entries is 2 October 2019, with an 
exhibition of the best photographs on display in the Visitors 
Centre from 30 October to 2 November 2019.

For Club members, if you have children or grandchildren who 
are eligible to compete, please encourage them. If not, please 
support these young photographers by visiting the display.

For more information refer to: the ANBG web site  
(http://www.friendsanbg.org.au/activities_schoolsphoto-
comp).

Birdlife Australia Photography Awards 2019
Following the huge success of the inaugural award in 2018, 
the second Birdlife Australia Photography Awards (BAPA) 
competition was launched on 8 June 2019. There are 6 main 
categories plus a Youth category (under the age of 18 years).

The special theme for this year’s competition is Honeyeaters. 
There’s so much choice throughout Australia with this theme!

The major prize will be awarded to the best portfolio of six 
bird photos. This year the prize is an amazing 14-day cruise 
to Papua New Guinea and Solomon Islands with renowned 
scientist Tim Flannery, valued at $8,000 and sponsored by 
Heritage Expeditions.
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https://www.popphoto.com/hilarious-high-speed-flash-photos-dogs-catching-treats/?utm_source=internal&utm_medium=email
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/this-camera-builder-takes-photos-with-a-caravan/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/how-to-set-up-your-camera-and-meter-for-a-white-background/
https://www.diyphotography.net/seven-unexpected-tips-for-better-landscape-photography/?utm_source=DIYP+Weekly+Newsletter&utm_campaign=0b188e0630-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_13_08_05&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_4d53c6b51c-0b188e0630-26560565&mc_cid=0b188e0630&mc_eid=91f5b7e6c5
https://www.diyphotography.net/less-than-1-of-people-can-hit-the-perfect-score-on-this-color-test/?utm_source=DIYP+Weekly+Newsletter&utm_campaign=0b188e0630-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_13_08_05&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_4d53c6b51c-0b188e0630-26560565&mc_cid=0b188e0630&mc_eid=91f5b7e6c5
https://www.diyphotography.net/less-than-1-of-people-can-hit-the-perfect-score-on-this-color-test/?utm_source=DIYP+Weekly+Newsletter&utm_campaign=0b188e0630-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_13_08_05&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_4d53c6b51c-0b188e0630-26560565&mc_cid=0b188e0630&mc_eid=91f5b7e6c5
https://www.diyphotography.net/lightroom-or-photoshop-do-you-need-to-use-both/?utm_source=DIYP+Weekly+Newsletter&utm_campaign=0b188e0630-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_13_08_05&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_4d53c6b51c-0b188e0630-26560565&mc_cid=0b188e0630&mc_eid=91f5b7e6c5
https://www.insideimaging.com.au/2019/bring-on-the-adobe-alternatives/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/negative-space-in-photography-composition/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/photo-editing-6-crucial-tools-and-steps/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/couples-photography-at-night-5-tips/
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/7-tips-for-posing-family-portraits/
http://www.friendsanbg.org.au/activities_schoolsphotocomp
http://www.friendsanbg.org.au/activities_schoolsphotocomp
http://www.friendsanbg.org.au/activities_schoolsphotocomp


The winner of each main category will receive $1,000; a prize 
of $500 will be awarded to the winner of the Youth category.

Go to the 2019 website for full details and updated competi-
tion rules:www.birdlifephotoaward.org.au

Last year over 3,100 entries were received for the competition 
– let’s continue to build the BAPA into Australia’s premier bird 
photography competition and aim for over 4,000 outstanding 
entries. To accomplish this goal, we ask every member of 
BirdLife Photography to enter the competition and promote 
the competition through your individual networks.

The closing date for entries is 4 August 2019. 

The Club online
Web site
www.southsidecameraclub.org/

Please send material for the web site to 
webmaster@southsidecameraclub.org

Facebook
flickr
Links to the Club’s Facebook and flickr pages are available on 
the Club’s web site under the images / members on line page.

To join you will need a Facebook and/or a flickr account.

• Go to the groups page
• Search for Canberra Southside Camera Club
• Click on the ‘Join Group’ button.

The request to join will be sent to the president as the 
group moderator. If you don’t get a confirmation within a 
day or two email president@southsidecameraclub.org

Future events and meetings
Subject to change. Forward queries/suggestions to outings@southsidecameraclub.org

Outings and excursions cannot happen without your help. If you are able to fill the gaps contact:
outings@southsidecameraclub.org

Date Meeting, excursion, walkabout or group event Convenor/speaker
Thurs 8 Aug Meeting: Architectural photography Rodney Garnett
Thurs 8 Aug Street art in Civic area Helen Dawes
16-19 Aug Merimbula Festival: street, portrait & landscape photography Nicky Bazely-Smith
Fri 23 Aug Orroral or Brayshaws huts: night astrophotography Warren Hicks
Tues 27 Aug DigSig: Bird photography Norman Blom
Sat 31 Aug Portrait Interest Group Malcolm Watson
Thurs 12 Sep Meeting: Photo Access presentation Kirsten Wehner (Director)
Thurs 19 Sep Booroomba Rocks hike: nature/landscape & macro photography Laurie Westcott
?? Sep Canola day trip: (landscape & nature photography Nicky Bazely-Smith
Tues 24 Sep DigSig Norman Blom
Sat 28 Sep Portrait Interest Group Malcolm Watson
Thurs 10 Oct AGM – Olympus camera demonstration Jack Ham
Thurs 17 Oct Jerrabomberra Wetlands: bird, landscape & macro photography Allen Bills
Tues 22 Oct DigSig Norman Blom
Sat 26 Oct Portrait Interest Group Malcolm Watson
26-27 Oct Guthega weekend: landscape, nature, night & macro photos Rob Wignell
Thurs 14 Nov Meeting: Snapping my way through the Gibson and Sandy 

deserts
Ann Gibbs-Jordan

Thurs 21 Nov Gudgenby Cottage/area: landscape & macro photography Laurie Westcott
Sat 23 Nov Braidwood Day trip: Open gardens/Airing of the quilts Nicky Bazely-Smith
Tues 26 Nov DigSig Norman Blom
Sat 30 Nov Portrait Interest Group Malcolm Watson
Sun 8 Dec Christmas gathering by Lake Burley Griffin
Thurs 12 Dec Meeting: Year-end Show and Tell
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F22 gallery

Office bearers

Committee
President Rod Burgess president@southsidecameraclub.org
Treasurer Tim Heenan treasurer@southsidecameraclub.org
Secretary Peter Keogh secretary@southsidecameraclub.org
Ordinary member Iain Cole
Ordinary member Julie Taylor
Ordinary member Dennis Lovatt
Non-committee positions
Walkabout/excursion Laurie Westcott, Rob Wignell, Helen Dawes outings@southsidecameraclub.org
DIG SIG Norman Blom digsig@southsidecameraclub.org
Portrait Interest Group Malcolm Watson 0451997 376 portrait@southsidecameraclub.org
Newsletter Editor Alison Milton 6254 0578 newsletter@southsidecameraclub.org
Website Manager Brian Moir 0414 834 249 webmaster@southsidecameraclub.org

Equipment list

Item Custodian Contact email
Elinchrome studio lighting equipment Julie Taylor & Mark Stevenson shinboner266@gmail.com
Colour Munki screen and printer calibrator Rod Burgess canberrarod@hotmail.com
Fixed lighting kit: stands, light sources, extras Claude Morson claudemorson@gmail.com
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From the Editor
Thank you once again for your contributions to the Club 
newsletter. It wouldn’t exist without your contributions.

Both Rod Burgess and Rob Wignell have written a report of 
personal trip travelling in Australia, accompanied by some 
wonderful photos. This may not be the first time the newsletter 
has included such reports, but I support Rod in encouraging 
other members to submit similar reports; either within 
Australia or overseas. Maybe this will provide information 
and inspiration to other Club members to visit the same area.

Also a big thank you to the regular contributors to the F22 
gallery. If you haven’t contributed before, or not for some time, 
please think about it. It’s a great way to showcase your work.

This month Julie, Malcolm and Rob have presented some 
photos from the Black and White Walkabout to Gundaroo, 
with Rob taking the approach of including the original colour 
version as well as the converted black and white photo.

Luis has shown us a new perspective for looking at architecture 
and Tony has a couple of wonderful examples astrophotography.

June is a prime time for fungi in the ACT, particularly for the 
Amanita muscaria. Both Bob McHugh and myself found some 
great examples. The ones I found were the biggest and best 
examples I’ve seen so far. Normally found under pine trees, 
both of these finds were growing under oak trees.

The Pic of the Month front cover photos were of the stunning 
Painted Desert taken by Brian Moir. Full sized versions are also 
included in the gallery, along with a couple more.

The Portrait Interest Group continue to upload their 
photoshoots to the portal created by Malcolm so that a 
selection can be chosen for inclusion in the newsletter.

Sadly, I had to remove the photos taken by one of the group 
as the quality was just too poor. The photos were just too 

grainy to do them justice, and I didn’t have time to contact the 
photographer for better quality versions once I realised. This 
is a shame as I particularly like the shot of the model in the 
spotlight against the graffiti, with the overturned shopping cart 
in the foreground. Several other photos are also borderline. 
They look ‘okay’ but could be much better.

This brings me to remind members that you should endeavour 
to send me high resolutions photos. The Internet and digital 
devices are very forgiving and will show photos very differently 
than print. Typically, web site images would around 72 dpi while 
printed photos needed to be around 300 dpi. (This was before 
digital cameras and can be confusing as most digital camera 
images will be 72 dpi. I don’t know the technical details, but 
this doesn’t translate to them actually being 72 dpi in terms 
of photos taken on film.) If possible, it is best not to reduce 
the file size when sending them even if you need to send 
multiple emails.

It helps if you include a caption for each photo and if you want 
to include details of the camera settings for each photo, it 
would greatly help me if they are in a format where I can just 
copy and paste rather than have to do any formatting.

Therefore the following is preferable

Nikon D850 with Nikkor 200 - 500 at 240mm, 1/1250 sec and 
f/7.1, ISO 3600. Processed in Capture One Pro 12

NOT in a table or as below.

Nikon D850
Nikkor 200 - 500 at 240mm
1/1250 sec
ISO 3600

I hope you enjoy this month’s newsletter and keep snapping!

Alison Milton 
Editor

mailto:outings@southsidecameraclub.org
mailto:digsig@southsidecameraclub.org
mailtto:portrait@southsidecameraclub.org
mailto:newsletter@southsidecameraclub.org
mailto:webmaster@southsidecameraclub.org
mailto:shinboner266@gmail.com
mailto:canberrarod@hotmail.com
mailto:claudemorson@gmail.com
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Down in the Oak Grove, Canberra
Bob McHugh
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Old Friends, Lake Burley Griffin
Bob McHugh
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Julie Taylor



F22 gallery
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Julie Taylor
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Julie Taylor
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Dried arrangement, Gundaroo
Rob Wignell
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Dried arrangement, Gundaroo
Rob Wignell
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Luis Bonilla
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Luis Bonilla
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Luis Bonilla
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Portrait Interest Group
Mark Stevenson
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Portrait Interest Group
Malcolm Watson
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Portrait Interest Group
Iain Cole
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High and Dry, Christmas Creek, Lamington National Park, Queensland 
Bob McHugh
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Pastoral Morning, Beaudesert, Queensland
Bob McHugh
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I’d Go Anywhere With You, Lake Burley Griffin (thanks to Luka Bloom for the title)
Bob McHugh
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Stay A While Gentle Mist, Lake Tuggeranong
Bob McHugh
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Desert, near Oodnadatta, South Australia
Brian Moir
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Brian Moir
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Desert, near Oodnadatta, South Australia
Brian Moir
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Desert, near Oodnadatta, South Australia
Brian Moir
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Julie Taylor
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Julie Taylor
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Julie Taylor
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Julie Taylor
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Malcolm Watson
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Malcolm Watson
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Malcolm Watson
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Black and White Walkabout, Gundaroo
Malcolm Watson
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Paskin Store, Gundaroo
Rob Wignell
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Paskin Store, Gundaroo
Rob Wignell
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Road, Gundaroo
Rob Wignell
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Road, Gundaroo
Rob Wignell
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Fence, Gundaroo
Rob Wignell
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Fence, Gundaroo
Rob Wignell
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Fairies in the garden
Alison Milton
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Alison Milton
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Birthday girl: 13 today
Alison Milton
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The girls
Alison Milton
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Luis Bonilla
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Luis Bonilla
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Old Railway Bridge
Tony Clark
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Orroral Valley
Tony Clark
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Portrait Interest Group
Iain Cole
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Portrait Interest Group
Malcolm Watson
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Portrait Interest Group
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Portrait Interest Group
Mark Stevenson
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Portrait Interest Group
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Portrait Interest Group
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Portrait Interest Group
Mark Stevenson
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Portrait Interest Group
Robert Lewis
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Portrait Interest Group
Robert Lewis
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Portrait Interest Group
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Portrait Interest Group
Robert Lewis
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Dinner: Redfin and Little Pied Cormorant
Alison Milton
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